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CompanyCompany  

Ultravelox snc formulates, packs and markets chemical compounds for a variety of uses. 
 

 

Since the 50's it has been producing compounds for cleaning and maintenance in the home, DIY,           

model-making etc. 
 

 

In recent years it has expanded its range of products adding a line of chemical compounds designated to 

the treatment of wood, a multipurpose transparent resin for treating slippery surfaces and a combined 

treatment to repair and seal the gaps between tiles and bathroom fittings. 

Over the years it has obtained several patents for a variety of devices (the snail rolls used to hold and cut 

off adhesive tape, the "magic" roller - a paint dispensing device for painting gaps between tiles etc.). 
 

 

Ultravelox formulates and packs third party products for the retail market. 

Our PartnersOur Partners  

Ultravelox considers that in order for its products to be successful, it is necessary to collaborate with all its 

stakeholders, including suppliers and its main commercial partners, and focus on a common                 

denominator to pursue the goals and objectives of the company, to the advantage of all concerned. 
 

We have been suppliers to a range of renowned brands for many years  (HRHODIA spa, HENKEL spa - 

PATTEX, MONTEDISON spa, ELIZABETH ARDEN, GUCCI spa, MAIMERI spa, Ferrario spa etc.), and we are   
often involved in providing input during all project phased: design, planning, formula development,      

packaging, packing and delivery to logistics charged with distribution of the products. 

 

Ultravelox collaborates with: 

ProductsProducts  

Ultravelox's chemical products are compounds that help to resolve 

everyday problems in the home. 
 

 

They are products used to clean, maintain and repair objects in the 

home and are vital for all DIY fanatics. 
 

 

The quality of Ultravelox's products is as high as that used by        

professionals and hence guarantees reliable and satisfying results. 

They are easy, ready to use products which comply with all           

European Directive requirements concerning labelling and toxicity 

levels, they can be used by anyone following the technical and 

applicative instructions provided on the pack. 
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WOOD LineWOOD Line  

It is a line of products developed for the DIY restoration and maintenance of antique furniture and         

wooden surfaces in general. 

WOOD WAXWOOD WAX  WOOD IMPREGNATING AGENTWOOD IMPREGNATING AGENT  

40 g 48 pz 6 pieces per tone 

+ 12 neutral 

+ 12 neutro 

40 g 12 pz  

“Cera Legno” is a natural wax compound in 

stick format to nourish and polish wood.  

The use of Cera Legno is immediate and 

without mess, and the stick allows for a        

smooth, even application.  

Available in 6 wood tones plus neutral. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

- Available in table display 

 

 
- Available in blister 

100 ml 48 pz 6 pieces per tone  

40 g 12 pz 

Impregnante Legno is a non-film forming 

impregnating agent that penetrates into the 

wood surface fibres, increasing their         

resistance to external agents.  

Surfaces treated with this agent are          

washable and can be painted as preferred 

with other coats of paint or wax for a gloss 

finish. Impregnante Legno’s special           

applicator makes it easy to use, right up to 

the last drop, without waste.  

Available in 8 wood tones. 
 

- Available in table display 

 

 
- Available in blister 

WOOD FILLERWOOD FILLER  SHELLACSHELLAC  

60 g 12 pz  

A formula ideal for filling gaps, holes and 

cracks in the wood’s surface. 

It creates a solid mass that can be sanded 

down and pigmented if necessary.  

Available in 6 wood tones plus neutral. 

60 g 12 pz  

This is an alcohol dispersion resin that        

provides a finish to wood surfaces prior to 

waxing.  

It has an aging effect on new surfaces, and 

restores the former patina to old surfaces. 

RED OIL RED OIL --  AMBER OILAMBER OIL  BRASS POLISHBRASS POLISH  

60 g 12 pz  

A pigmented mineral oil for maintaining    

antique wood surfaces, restoring tone and 

lustre. 

Amber-coloured mineral oil for maintaining 

all wood surfaces, both antique. 

40 g 12 pz  

A cream to polish handles, locks, keys and 

fixtures in brass, on antique and modern 

furniture. 

WOOD ADHESIVEWOOD ADHESIVE  STEEL WOOL fine meshSTEEL WOOL fine mesh  

100 ml 12 pz  

An adhesive to bind veneers and join woo-

den articles. It can be sanded down and is 

removable with water. 

Steel wool for preparing wood surfaces. 

Leaves the surface compact, smooth and 

ready for waxing. 

EMERY PAPEREMERY PAPER  POLISHING CLOTHPOLISHING CLOTH  

Sizes: G.80 / G.120 / G.240. A special cloth for wax, oil polishing, etc. 

Also suitable for shellac application. 

ABRASIVE SPONGEABRASIVE SPONGE  STEEL SPATULASSTEEL SPATULAS  

An abrasive sponge especially for wood.  

Available in coarse and fine grain. 
Sizes: mm.50 / mm.80 / mm.100. 



They are products that resolve minor problems encountered on bathroom and kitchen surfaces, tiled    

surfaces, walls, enamelled surfaces etc. 

WHITEVELOXWHITEVELOX  SEAL LEAKSSEAL LEAKS  

It contains a 125 ml bottle of white-water based 

anti-mould paint, a dispenser bottle and the 

special roller cap 1, 2,5 and 5 mm. 
24 pz 

Complete kit to renovate tile grouts.  

WHITEVELOX will make the tile grouts look 

new again.  

Suitable for all kinds of tiled surfaces: kitchen 

walls and tops, tiled bathtubs and showers 

boxes, tiled floors, swimming pools, etc. 

110 ml 24 pz  

Permanently seals leaks bathtubs, sinks, sink, 

fixtures. 

• It 'easy to apply 

• Do not drip 

• Do not turn yellow 

• Does not contain silicone 

BATH and KITCHEN LineBATH and KITCHEN Line  

ULTRAENAMELULTRAENAMEL  for ceramicsfor ceramics  ULTRAENAMEL ULTRAENAMEL for appliacensfor appliacens  

20 ml 

10 ml 

24 pz 

20 pz 

 

Is a ceramic enamel to repair cracks in any 

ceramic surfaces (tiles, plates, vases, etc).  

Available in 18 different colours. 

Quick dry polish for varnished or japanned 

surfaces in the house.  

Good for cooker, electrical equipment,   

kitchen furniture. 

12 pack 

15 pack 
20 ml 

10 ml 

24 pz 

20 pz 

 12 pack 

15 pack 

Stain removers, lubricants, polishes, adhesives etc…all essential "chemical tools" to have at hand when 

cleaning and maintaining the home, furniture, furnishings and decorations.  

CLEANING HOUSE LineCLEANING HOUSE Line  

ANTIRUSTANTIRUST  VELOXGLUEVELOXGLUE  

25 ml 24 pz  

Special spotting agent to eliminate rust and 

fruit stains from clothing, marble, tiles. 

Universal glue good for all surface at home. 

Work and school for craftswork and hobby. 

12 pack 25 g 50 pz  16 pack 

ULTRAVINILULTRAVINIL  STRONGGLUESTRONGGLUE  

70 g 25 pz  

Vinyl glue with great adhesive power, gives 

excellent grip on wooden surfaces and 

plastic sheet. It is particularly adapt to glue 

wood and plastic together. 

Universal glue with great adhesive power. 

Good for all surfaces.  

Waterproof and chemical-agent proof. 

18 pack 40 g 24 pz  16 pack 

UNIVERSAL LUBRIFICANTUNIVERSAL LUBRIFICANT  UNIVERSAL CREAM LUBRIFICANTUNIVERSAL CREAM LUBRIFICANT  

40 ml 

60 ml 

125 ml 

24 pz 

25 pz 

24 pz 

Lubricant for all friction parts, particularly 

good for sewing machines, precision tools, 

weapon, clocks, etc. 

15 pack 

12 pack 

- - - - - -  40 g 24 pz  16 pack 

Cream lubricant for domestic use and DIY 

jobs.  

Good for shutters, pins and pivots, chains 

and all those moving parts which need a 

constant quantity of lubricant. 



SVITAVITISVITAVITI  SPLENDORSPLENDOR  

60 ml 25 pz  

Deoxidizing oil for all rust parts, makes it easy 

to remove nuts and screws stuck by rust. 

Silicon polish to clean up and protect all 

precious and non-precious metals.  

Good for the iron helps it run smoothly. 

12 pack 40 g 25 pz  16 pack 

PUMA PUMA --  GREASE for LEATHERGREASE for LEATHER  SPILL ASBORBERSPILL ASBORBER  

100 ml 24 pz  

Grease for shoes and leather. 

Protects from dampness and prevents 

cracking. 

12 pack 
- TUB: 1 kg  

- BAG: 5 kg / 10 kg / 20 kg 

HAND CEANSING PASTEHAND CEANSING PASTE  

450 ml 6 pz  

A special hand cleansing paste to remove 

grease and dirt, leaving the skin soft and 

supple, without grazes. 

 

A special inert mineral that absorbs all forms 

of liquid loss, an ideal substitute for sawdust, 

with an absorption capacity up to 3 times 

higher. 

NOSLIP LineNOSLIP Line  

It is a line of easy, ready to use products to make slippery surface safe. 

NOSLIP is a film which can be painted on any       

slippery or other surface where a strong hold is     

needed.  

Application is easy, just like a common varnish and 

in no time you will obtain a safe surface in all       

conditions.  

NOSLIP has a wide range of applications: from    

workshops to garages and home. It is suitable both 

for indoors and outdoors.  

For example it  can  be  applied  on  stairs  and    

ladders,  on tilted surface or slippery floors, on       

objects (tool handles, banisters, etc.) on boat floors 

in general and so on. 

NOSLIP come in 4 different tones and grain to satisfy 

all needs. It is weather proof and long lasting. 

With 250 ml of NOSLIP you can achieve abaut a 35 

metres strip 2,5 cm wide. 

NOSLIP come in 4 different tones and grain to satisfy all needs:  
 

• Universal transparent Noslip suitable for surfaces which need 

to keep same base colour. 
 

• Calibrit Noslip neutral for all surface. Long lasting doesn’t    

absorb much dirt. 
 

• Black Noslip suitable for objects (banisters, tool handles etc.) 

metal or wall ladders and stairs both indoor and outdoor    

application, etc. 
 

• Naval Noslip where bare feet or shoes need a strong hold on 

wet surfaces. 

Packaging: 250 ml tin 
 

• Yeld:  
- 35 linear metres  

- 2,5 cm wide 

• Display box: 
- 9 pcs. with an assortment up 

to 3 different version upon 

request 



They are special formulas that resolve minor daily inconveniences in the home. 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS LineSPECIAL PRODUCTS Line  

MAGIC ERASERMAGIC ERASER  SEWEASYSEWEASY  

100 ml 25 pz  

Is an abrasive eraser to eliminate stains from 

any surface without damaging it.  

Ideal for a countless number of domestic 

and DIY applications. 

Seweasy is a special adhesive powder which 

repair all torn textiles simply by ironing it over 

the part to be repaired. 

12 pack 16 g 
Available in:  

1 pc/blister or 1pc/plastic bag 

SPARKLESPARKLE  

10 g 16 pz  

Sparkle has been created to renew shine of 

all transparent and varnished items. 

It removes surface scratches and time wear 

shear. 

 

Ultravelox is fully equipped to meet the most varied packaging demands. 

This is why our collaborators assign the manufacturing and packaging of their products. 

Ultravelox is also often requested to give its graphic input to its customers and follow up the product 

until it reaches the distribution phase. 

The "brands" that have chosen Ultravelox over the years are some of the most renowned and        

demanding on the market, requiring reliable and practical technical support. 

 
Ultravelox is always open to all forms of collaboration and continues to focus on innovation. 

PRIVATE LABELPRIVATE LABEL  


